
Portable wireless 
speaker OnMove 15

Music makes everything better – even more so if you can have a good speaker 
wherever you go. We just might have a good example: the Canyon OnMove 15 Portable 
Speaker. With 40W of power and full-color ambient light, your life will definitely get 
brighter – and louder!



The three-mode equalizer brings clear sound and powerful bass. This speaker has 
Bluetooth 5.0, AUX input, and can read music from an SD card. It is also IPX6 
waterproof, so no rain or splashes will get in the way of your tunes.



There’s also a built-in mic, so technically, nothing stops you from using it as a 
loudspeaker for phone conversations. True wireless mode allows you to connect and 
sync two speakers at once and use them as a full-scale sound system.



With a BT connection and 80% volume, you’ll get around 6 hours of playtime, and it 
charges back to full battery in just 4 hours.



Finally, we have two color options: really dark gray and really cool beige.

Choose one or pick both and brighten up your event – whatever it might be!
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Portable design with 
carrying loop

This speaker is a compact 
powerhouse. Thanks to its shape 
and a special carrying loop, it's easy 
to carry around. Plus, you can hang 
it somewhere!



Deep stereo sound

We used some mighty speakers 
here to bring you this deep 
stereo sound. 



Combined with a three-mode 
equalizer, you have everything for 
a perfect listening experience.



Convenient handsfree 
function

Use the built-in mic for calls.

You'll definitely hear your caller well!



Waterproof

IPX6-class water resistance with 
waterproof fabric ensures nothing 
gets in the way of music.



Forest hike or beach party with rain 
or splashes? Sure, this speaker was 
built for that.



Incredible playtime

With Bluetooth connected, a large 
battery guarantees 6 hours of playtime 
at 80% of volume.



After that, you just find a power source, 
and it gets back to full battery in 4 
hours. At this point, you might need a 
recharge, too!



Full-color RGB ambient light

The ambient light feature will be a party hit 
when the night comes: it's a real light show 
with all possible combinations of color.


